ECHO response to the Nepal earthquake – 6 months later

**NEPAL – Situation**
As of 20 October, Gov. Of Nepal
- 9,000 dead
- >22,000 injured
- >600,000 houses destroyed
- 290,000 houses damaged

**FUNDING BREAKDOWN**
- ECHO Funding: €12.0 M
- No. of partners: 12

**BUDGET PER SECTOR**
- Shelter & NFI: 52%
- WASH: 16%
- Food Assistance: 15%
- Logistics: 14%
- Humanitarian: 6%
- CCEN: 3%

13 Countries delivered assistance via the EU Civil Protection Mechanism

**Operations in Kathmandu Valley:**
- IT Advance Medical Team
- CZ Advance Medical Team
- CZ Support Team
- SE Support Team
- BE Search and Rescue
- BE Technical assistance support team
- IT Damage Assessment Team
- DE Water Purification
- FR Water Purification
- NL Search and Rescue
- NL Search and Rescue
- UK Search and Rescue
- NO Search and Rescue

**KATHMANDU**
- Chautara
- DCA/LWF
- ACF
- Relief Int.
- IOM

**DHADING**
- ACTED, ADRA, CARE, DCA
- IOM

**SINDHUPALCHOK**
- ACTED, CARE, ME, DCA/CA, MISSION OST-DK
- Malteser
- MDM
- Relief Int.
- IOM

**RASUWA**
- GOAL
- DCA/LWF
- ACF
- Relief Int.
- IOM

**GORKHA**
- Oxfam, IOM
- Relief Int.
- Plan Int.

**NUWAKOT**
- ACF
- Plan Int.
- IOM

**MAKAWANPUR**
- DCA/ICCO

**KAVREPALANCHOK**
- Malteser
- IOM

**NEPAL – DEATHS BY DISTRICTS**
(as of 20 May, Gov. of Nepal)
- 1 - 100
- 101 - 500
- 501 - 1,000
- 1,001 - 3,000
- >3,000

**M 7.8**
25 April

**M 7.3**
12 May

13 Countries delivered assistance via the EU Civil Protection Mechanism
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